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History of Real Estate Education

• RICS and British Universities

• FIABCI from 1951

• American Universities, ARES and IRES

• Growth of International Real Estate 

Exhibitions like MIPIM, MAPIC, ExpoReal from 

the early 1990’s

• NAR, Eastern European Foundation

• World Bank, IMF



Property Rights

• Hernando de Soto

• The growth of property ownership in 

developing countries

• The link of property ownership to property 

rights

• The dynamic growth of social housing in Brazil 

and some other developing countries

• The role of the overseas investor 



The role of the Foreign Investor

• Expanding Transparency

• Demonstrating sound Ethics

• Improving the life of the local population

• Establishing land registration (e.g. Haiti)

• Making profits but giving back

• Lessening the carbon footprint

• Making construction environmentally friendly



Contributing to the real estate 

education in the local market

• Students doing a semester abroad

• Global Housing Foundation

• Habitat for the Humanity

• Setting up links with local universities

• Helping local universities start real estate 

education programs

• Helping the equal role of the female be put on 

the ownership records



Why International Real Estate 

Investment will increase

• Diversification

• Higher Yields

• More predetermined exit strategies

• Union funds desire to give back

• Ease of travel

• More transparency

• Social Housing seen as a legitimate investment 
strategy



Professional services

• Architectural practices getting more global

• Estate Agencies and Real Estate Advisors 
expanding their international reach

• Public and Private Real Estate Investors are now 
expanding their global reach

• There is a demand for increased real estate 
knowledge across the world

• Appraisers, Title Companies, Property & Asset 
Managers, Accountants and Lawyers are now 
global 



Real Estate Qualifications

• Working with the universities

• Undergraduate and Graduate

• FIABCI and FIREC

• RICS

• NAR and CIPS (Real Estate Brokerage)

• Appraisal Institute

• Accreditation an issue



Scholarships & Foundations

• The FIABCI Scholarship Foundation

• The major service providers and investors 

have foundations  (e.g. ICSC)

• FIABCI Exchanges and opportunities to gain 

international real estate experience

• Examples: Cambridge and JHU

• IRES

• Real Estate becoming an integral part of MBA’s 



Universities

• Getting overseas campuses

• Forming links with other unis. overseas

• Encouraging study abroad

• Looking to get into real estate study

• Skype and the like lower the costs of teaching

• Student Housing a huge piece of the puzzle

• Getting more practitioners to lecture

• Looking to find a way to assure students of 
potential jobs upon graduation 



Regional view

• Middle East looking to get into more real estate 

study

• Shari’ah Financing

• Ownership registration an issue 

• Asia Pacific

• Huge need for social housing

• Chinese desire to educate themselves quickly

• Leases versus Ownership an issue to be decided



Regional view

• Latin  America

• Social Housing making great strides in Brazil

• Others following their lead-desperately 

needed

• Africa

• Social Housing gaining momentum in South 

Africa

• A huge need elsewhere



Europe

• Real Estate Education moving East

• A big need for more housing in Eastern Europe

• Determinations:

• Financing is the big issue

• A few examples in developing countries lead the 

way

• Infrastructure needs to be improved

• The IMF and World Bank can provide leadership 



Conclusions

• A fund needs to put aside to harness resources

• The World’s leading real estate providers and 

users need to work together

• Global Developer/Investors such as Hines, Simon, 

Carrefour, Tesco, Walmart need to work together 

in providing for the markets they are entering

• The more education, the real estate markets get 

more efficient  



Conclusions

• Giving back to provide for future growth could be 

a win/win situation

• Education and investment must go hand in hand

• A greener planet is a given, a necessity in any 

investment

• Leadership from World non-profits can provide 

the impetus to invest better in real estate 

education, sustainability and in real estate


